In the field of cloud security, the cloud provider don ' 
Introduction
With the advantages of on-demand self-service, ubiquitous network access, physical location transparency, rapid scalability and pay-for-use, Cloud computing sets off a new wave of information tide and is widely used in many fields of society. For the enterprise users, it can significantly reduce the storage and maintenance cost of information. For the personal users, it will relieve the restraint of personal users' limited storage and computing resources, if the storage and computing of information is put in the cloud [1] . Although cloud computing has great features, but trust and security problem has become the bottleneck for its development.
Cloud service provider rarely disclose its internal configuration as to ensure its own safety, so client do not know the security situation of its data and the node providing services, which consequently causes the client worry about adopting cloud computing services. Thus trust problem has become one of the biggest obstacles in cloud computing' development. To solve this problem, trusted computing technology proposed by TCG (Trusted Computing Group) has integrated into cloud computing environment reliably and been the focus in cloud security field [2] . Trusted computing is based on Trusted Platform Module, through the trusted measurement of software and hardware to complete the extension of trust chain and to ensure the system boot credibly. The verifier can judge the trusted state of platform by remote attestation. Based on Direct Anonymous Attestation [3] (DAA) and Dynamic Property Trusted Attestation [4] (DPTA), we propose a client oriented remote attestation (hereafter referred to as CORA) model in cloud environment, client can select a node in the cloud at corresponding security grade according to their own needs and can dynamically verify the node's security status. At the same time, because the use of anonymous method it will not expose classified information of the node, such as configuration and location information etc. Furthermore we add service life of certificates to update certificates regularly, which enhanced the security of the attestation.
Related Works
By far, there are two main schemes proposed by TCG, one is Privacy CA (Privacy Certification Authority) scheme in TPM1.1 standard, another is DAA (Direct Anonymous Attestation) scheme in TPM1.2 standard. Although DAA has solved the CA bottleneck problem in Privacy CA, but they are all binary attestation scheme, which will easily disclose the system configuration of platform leading to threat to platform security.
To prevent the exposure of platform's privacy, Poritz et al. [5] propose PBA (PropertyBased Attestation) from system architecture level. Sadeghi et al. [6] propose the concrete realization progress of PBA. Chen et al. [7] propose the protocol of PBA. Qin Yu et al. [8] propose a scheme called Component property base remote attestation, component as the granularity, every component's security attribute can be attested, which has better flexibility and expandability. Yan Jianhong [4] proposes DPTA(Dynamic Proper ty Trusted Attestation) method based on PBA. The verifier analogously compute PCR value and compare with the PCR value in the certificate, so attestor can prove that the attested platform satisfies a certain security attribute. The experiment shows that this method can protect the platform's privacy and overcome the PBA's static feature, so it has both realtime and security feature.
Under the cloud environment, Xin et al. [9] put the property-based attestation mechanism into cloud environment, based on the character in the cloud, proposed property-based remote attestation oriented to cloud computing. Client can verify node attributes effectively without disclosing the node's information. Xu [10] et al. propose real-time remote attestation based on IaaS cloud, which uses virtualization and trusted computing to verify whether the behavior of software is trusted in real time. Zhang Yan et al. [11] propose a scheme based on virtual machine identity attestation, under the original authentication and trust relationship, concealing the authoritative identity information in the process of identity attestation, avoided disclosing the organization structure and location at el. information and supporting cloud environment's transparent structure and location-independent feature.
The Overall Structure of CORA Model
The overall structure is as shown in Figure In this model we add a trusted third party called Certificate Issuer (CI). CI is responsible for issuing DAA certificate and security level attribute (hereafter referred to as SLA) certificate to NC and communicating with CLC in security. In addition CI maintain a security level attribute configuration database, NC use its trusted platform module to measure its configuration, then CI map the measurement data sent by NC into corresponding security level and issue SLA certificate to NC. In CLC, after NC get the security level attribute certificate, CLC verifies the certificate and whether the node is in trusted state, then create a security level list of all NC. The list will be updated at fixed period. When client submit applications, CLC select a NC in the list according to the security level requested by client, then client verifies NC's SLA certificate to decide whether to adopt the service provided by the NC.
The Protocol of CORA Model
This model is based on DAA and DPTA, we add service life of certificates on the basis of DPTA, the setting of service life of certificates is according to the different cloud platform's character, so that we can update security level list in the service life of certificates.
Security parameters used in the protocol is shown in the TABLE I. 
l in security level attribute certificate satisfy: Our protocol adopts Pedersen Commitment [12] , CL signature scheme [13] , Zeroknowledge proof and DAA scheme [3] . Pedersen Commitment is used to conceal and binding NC's configuration. CL signature scheme group signature policy, it permit efficient protocol to sign knowledge proof and restore secret information of the signature effectively according to discrete logarithm based on knowledge proof. Zero-knowledge proof is a method by which attestor can prove to verifier that a given statement is true, without conveying any information apart from the fact that the statement is indeed true. DAA scheme is based on CL signature scheme and Zero-knowledge proof, furthermore it will use Fiat-Shamir heuristic method to transform knowledge proof to non-interactive signature of Knowledge.
Issuing DAA Certificate and SLA Certificate Protocol
All NCs in the cloud platform already acquire the public key published by CI '  0  1  2  3 ( , , , , , , , , ,R , , , ) 
SLA Signing Protocol
The signature procedure of SLA certificate is between TPM and host. TPM input 
Request and Verification Protocol for Client
When client requires cloud service, client submits a service request to CLC and verifies NC's security attribute level and trusted state. Specific process is as follows:
i) Client requests a NC to CLC, which security attribute level is sv. ii) CLC chooses a NC in the security attribute level list, which security attribute level is sv.
iii) NC generates an AIK, sign 
The Whole Process of CORA Model
From NC request certificates to client submit service request and running service is shown in Figure 2 . 
